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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three algorithms can you configure with the ip cef load-sharing algorithm command?
(Choose three)
A. Universal
B. Include-ports
C. Tunnel
D. Source
E. Destination
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer signed up for the mobile pay service to use with their first generation smartphone
but it does not work at any place that supports the mobile pay service. Which of the following is
missing from the customer's smartphone?
A. RFID
B. IMSI
C. NFC chip
D. Bluetooth
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which four statements are correct regarding management access to a Cisco Intrusion
Prevention System? (Choose four.)
A. SSH is disabled by default
B. HTTP is disabled by default
C. The Telnet protocol is enabled by default
D. HTTPS is enabled by default
E. SSH is enabled by default
F. HTTP is enabled by default

G. HTTPS is disabled by default
H. The Telnet protocol is disabled by default
Answer: B,D,E,H
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